Apple’s Siri: A Closer Look

Department of Computer Sciences

This event is partially funded by Google
• Dr. Philip Chan
• Dr. Marius Silaghi
• Joseph Casamento and Christopher Struttmann
Dr. Koothrapalli on the “Big Bang Theory” falls in love with Siri.
Dr. Koothrapalli goes in search of Siri.
Outreach Events

cs.fit.edu/~pkc/cs4hs has videos

• Recent Past:
  – Jul, 2012: Summer Camps
  – Jul, 2012: Teacher Workshop on CS (videos available)
  – Nov, 2012: Teacher Workshop on Alice (videos available)

• Today:
  – Jan, 2013: Public Lecture (videos to be available)

• Upcoming:
  – Mar, 2013: School visits [first week is our Spring Break]
  – Mar-Apr, 2013: Student competition with Alice
  – Jul, 2013: Summer Camps
Thank You

Questions?

cs.fit.edu/~pkc/cs4hs

pkc@cs.fit.edu
ryan@cs.fit.edu
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